CODE OF ETHICS
For lntuitives, Energy Workers, Healers and Mediums
1. Intruding on someone's private psychic space without first asking
permission is similar to spying or stalking. You wouldn't break into
someone's house. Call first, let them pick up or leave a message.
2. 100 % accuracy in predictions is impossible; Psychism is the science of
probability and possibility based on information given in the moment. Our
ability to develop Faith would be negated if we were to have all the answers
all the time.
3 ..Maintain confidence with humility and lead in a positive direction even
when difficult things are coming up. Don't attempt to cover up or mislead but
help guide to a positive outcome so your client can leave feeling better and
more confident.
4. Never take advantage of anyone's vulnerable emotional state.
5. The client must follow their own intuition, decisions and life path;
encourage them to do this and to gain greater self-awareness.
6. Be real but positive when doing any reading; don't build false hope, keep
realism in perspective. Be truthful but gentle and encourage others to move
forward building a solid foundation based in reality.
7. Improve yourself and do your own work. Becoming the best you, means the
best for those you help.
8. All readings should be discreet and confidential.
9 ..Maintain professionalism and courtesy.
10. Helping others to better use their gifts encourages abundance for all.
11. Be positive toward peers; not petty, jealous, or envious. \Ve each
have our own special piece of the client's puzzle.
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12. Relay what information is coming in and don't be tempted to use filler
information.
13. Never become personally involved; work from a place of neutrality in
compassion. Support others in their place of healing and growth; do not try
to control the outcome or to process their issues for them. Share what you
know, and let it go.
14. You are providing a valuable service. Have self-respect for your own time
and energy; charge a reasonable rate or suggested donation for your
economic area.
15. Do not be afraid to refuse a reading if you feel it is not in the person's
highest good or if they are trying to unreasonably force an answer.
16. On any individual healing path there will be many healers and teachers.
Be grateful for the time your clients spend with you and your role in their
healing. Do not pressure them to be dependent on you. There may be answers
someone else has that you do not.
17. Body, .Mind and Spirit must be in harmony to be at your best for service
to others. Take time off to recover and nurture self.
18. Do not push others to believe that there is only one path, method or
interpretation of any spiritual or metaphysical truth or enlightenment; we
each walk our own path.
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